Repetitive elements constitute the vast majority of the human genome and form many complex but highlyordered patterns. Tandem repeats whose repeat units are placed next to each other particularly form very highly structured patterns in the human genome when homologous multiple tandem repeats are close together. In this paper, the structure of the multiple tandem repeat array (MTRA) is analyzed based on systematic analysis. The proposed system for analyzing MTRA derives the original tandem repeat units by using the characteristics of homology of MTRA and represents diagram model to show the structure of MTRA easily.
INTRODUCTION
There are many repeated DNA sequences in the genome of most organisms, which is called repetitive element. The two major classes of repetitive elements are interspersed repeats and tandem repeats. Interspersed repeats are usually present as single copies and distributed widely throughout the genome, whereas tandem repeats are DNA sequences of which repeat units are placed next to each other. Although the functions of many repetitive elements have not yet been known, their impact and importance on genomes is evident. Mobile repeat elements have been a critical factor in gene evolution (Kazazian, 2004; Prak and Kazazian, 2000) . Also, some tandem repeats cause a number of genetic diseases (Sinden, 1999) and they have been used as genetic markers for human identity testing (Christian et al., 2001) . Therefore, analyzing repetitive elements is very important and we study tandem repeats especially in this paper.
Tandem repeats are classified into three types, which are satellite, minisatellite, and microsatellite. Satellites form arrays of 1,000 to 10 million repeat units particularly in the heterochromatin of chromosomes. Minisatellite form arrays of several hundred repeat units of 7 to 100 bp in length. They are present everywhere with an increasing concentration toward the telomeres. Microsatellites are composed of units of one to six nucleotides, repeated up to a length of 100 bp or more.
Although tandem repeats have been characterized by some features, which are the position in the genome, sequence, size, number of copies, and presence or absence of coding regions, there are much more complex tandem repeats in the human genome. In (Hauth and Joseph, 2002) , the authors researched complex pattern structures of variable length tandem repeat (VLTR) and multi-periodic tandem repeat (MPTR). Also, our previous studies to find and visualize all repetitive elements in the genomes showed that the structure of the unknown as well as known repetitive elements is very complex but highly organized (Chung et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012) . We, here, focus on the structure of multiple tandem repeats, which is called MTRA (Multiple Tandem Repeat Array).
MTRAs, which consist of multiple homologous tandem repeats dispersed throughout specific sequence regions, are abundant in the genomes of human and mouse (Chung et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012) . Despite of lack of research of MTRA, we expect that MTRA plays an important role involving biological functions from its abundance and unique structure. Also, we can easily find a consensus tandem repeat unit of an MTRA array since two or more tandem repeats are homologous. By getting a consensus tandem repeat unit, we can find out how much the original MTRA are broken, which can be used as an evidence of the age of the genome.
We analyze four MTRAs from the human genome, which are chromosome 7 (57,937,500 -58,056,406 bp), chromosome 8 (46,832,500 -47,458,334 bp), chromosome 22 (16,505,625 -16,627,187 bp) , and chromosome Y (25,000 -117,031 bp). The method for getting a consensus tandem repeat unit that are proposed in this paper is compared with the three conventional programs or algorithms, which are TRF (Tandem Repeat Finder) (Benson, 1999) , SRF (Spectral Repeat Finder) (Sharma et al., 2004) , and tandem repeat detection using PT (Period Transform) (Buchner and Janjarasjitt, 2003; Brodzik, 2007) . TRF and SRF are the representative program for finding tandem repeat by using string matching algorithm and signal processing algorithm, respectively. A perfect MTRA is constructed by using the derived tandem repeat unit, and it is compared with the original MTRA. Also, the structure of an MTRA is shown in a diagram representation by using the consensus tandem repeat units.
SYSTEM MODELING AND ALGORITHM
The modeling of MTRA consists of three stages, which are TR Extractor, TR Analyzer, and MTR Analyzer. Fig. 1 
TR Extractor
There are one or more tandem repeats that are homologous each other in an MTRA. We assume that there are N tandem repeats in an MTRA and each tandem repeat has n tandem repeat units whose length is l.
Then, we can express i'th tandem repeat in an MTRA as TR i (n, l). TR Extractor divides each tandem repeat from an MTRA, which means that it gets all TR i (n, l) for the MTRA. However, TR Extrator defines tandem repeat when the number and the length of tandem repeat units is greater than δ n and δ l , respectively.
TR Analyzer
TR Analyzer derives a consensus tandem repeat from each tandem repeat in an MTRA. TR Analyzer consists of TR Aligner, TR Cutter, and TR MultipleAligner. These three sub-stages are iteratively processed for better performances.
TR Aligner
Two DNA sequence blocks which are a reference sequence and a target sequence are aligned, and the identity of the two sequence blocks are recorded in TR Aligner. If we assume that the length of the sequence block is B and a sequence block that begins from i'th nucleotide base of a tandem repeat is S(i), the reference sequence of the firstly performed TR Aligner is generally S(1). Also, the target sequence is moved from S(1) to S(x − B + 1) where x is the length of the tandem repeat. The alignment of the two DNA sequences is conducted by dynamic algorithm or greedy algorithm (Zhang et al., 2000) . The identity of the two sequences as a result of the alignment is recorded to I(i, j) where i is the index of the reference sequence and j is the index of the target sequence. Since the reference sequence is fixed in TR Aligner, I(i, j) is a function for variable j. Then, I(i, j) of a perfect tandem repeat becomes 1 when j = i + l × k and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ x where k is an integer since same sequence blocks are arranged periodically in a perfect tandem repeat. The identity may have its peak point even if the tandem repeat is broken because it still has the attribute of the repetition of the tandem repeat. By using this characteristic of the identity of the tandem repeat, we can get the index of each tandem repeat unit.
TR Cutter
The identity function of a broken tandem repeat is generally fluctuated because its original perfect tandem repeat is randomly broken by biological phenomena such as insertion, deletion, and substitution. Thus, TR Cutter performs two processes to derive the index of each tandem repeat unit. First, TR Cutter makes the identity function be smoothed by averaging it locally. That is, a smoothed version of identity function M(i, j) is defined as follows. return consensus unit index 11: end procedure
where W is the smoothing window size. The smoothing process removes the fluctuation of the identity function so that only the start points of real tandem repeat units have their local peak value of identity. The smaller the window size of the smoothing process is, the more peak points that are not the start of tandem repeat unit exist. However, too large window size of the smoothing process may remove the local peak point of a real tandem repeat unit. Therefore, the proper window size is required to leave only the local peak points of the real tandem repeat units in the smoothing process of the identity function.
Then, TR Cutter gets the start index of all the tandem repeat units by differentiating the function
After calculating M ′ (i, j), TR Cutter can find all the tandem repeat units by recording the points when M ′ (i, j) is 0.
TR Multiple-Aligner
The tandem repeat units that are gotten by TR Cutter are aligned by TR Multiple-Aligner. By using the multiple sequence alignment of the tandem repeat units, TR Multiple-Aligner can get the consensus tandem repeat unit. A direct method of the multiple sequence alignment is the dynamic programming technique to identify the globally optimal alignment solution (Wang and Jiang, 1994; Just, 2001) . However, computational complexity of the direct method is basically too high, which takes O(l n ) time where l and n are the average length and the number of tandem repeat units, respectively. Thus, we here use a suboptimal method that utilizes pairwise sequence alignment, which is similar to other suboptimal methods (Humberto and David, 1998; Lipman et al., 1989) . In our method, all pairwise sequence alignments between each pair of tandem repeat units are performed, and the tandem repeat unit that has the highest average alignment score with other tandem repeat units is chosen as the consensus tandem repeat unit. The proposed suboptimal method for finding the consensus tandem repeat unit takes O((nl) 2 ) time, which reduces many computations compared with the dynamic programming technique particularly when l and n are large.
After the consensus tandem repeat unit is chosen, the three sub-stages of TR Analyzer, which are TR Aligner, TR Cutter, and TR Multiple-Aligner, are reperformed to get a more accurate consensus tandem repeat unit. The recursive process of TR Analyzer is conducted until the reference sequence is not changed in TR Aligner. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of TR Analyzer.
MTR Analyzer
After TR Extractor divides all tandem repeats from the target MTRA and TR Analyzer derives the consensus tandem repeats of the individual tandem repeats, MTR Analyzer derives a consensus tandem repeat unit among all the tandem repeats. Sine the tandem repeats in an MTRA are highly homologous and are expected to be an identical tandem repeat originally, the consensus tandem repeat unit that is gotten from the multiple tandem repeats increases the reliability of the originality. Also, there are many reversecomplement directional homologous tandem repeats as well as forward directional homologous tandem repeats. Thus, we should not only consider the forward direction but also the reverse-complement direction of homology.
The derivation of the consensus tandem repeat unit is performed by multiple sequence alignment. Thus, we also apply the sub-optimal method of multiple sequence alignment that is used in TR MultipleAligner to the derivation of the consensus tandem repeat unit of MTRA for the purpose of reducing the computational complexity.
We can describe an MTRA as a diagram by using the derived consensus tandem repeat units. Figure  2 shows an example of a diagram of an MTRA. The MTRA shown in Figure 2 has two different tandem repeat units and each tandem repeat appears twice. The tandem repeats made by the first tandem repeat unit are shown twice in forward and reverse directions, and then the tandem repeats made by the second tandem repeat unit are shown twice in only forward direction. Also, a region that is not a tandem repeat exists between the two tandem repeats made by the second tandem repeat unit. The four elements that are written above tandem repeat unit in the diagram are order, direction (F is forward direction and R is reverse direction), number of repetitions, and identity in percentage. Also, the two elements below None vertex is order and number of nucleotide bases. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Analysis of MTRA of the Human Genome
We analyzed four MTRAs of the human genome by using the proposed system modeling. We first analyzed the repetitive elements and repetitive element arrays of the DNA sequences by using our analysis program, REMiner and REMiner Viewer (Chung et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012) . The dot plot patterns of repetitive elements and repetitive element arrays of individual DNA sequences are shown in Figure 3 . According to the protocol of dot plot, a square is the pattern of a tandem repeat and a rectangle shows the relationship between two tandem repeats (Chung et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Edgar and Myers, 2005) . The MTRA of the human chromosome Y in Figure 3 (a) has two tandem repeats and they are homologous directly, whereas the two tandem repeats of the MTRA of the human chromosome 22 are homologous inversely as shown in Figure 3 (b) . Also, there are many tandem repeats in the MTRA of the human chromosome 7 but they are all homologous directly or inversely as shown in Figure 3 (c) . This means that the tandem repeats all come from a same tandem repeat. In Figure 3 (d) , there are much more tandem repeats and they come from two original tandem repeats.
The consensus tandem repeat units are derived as results of our proposed analysis tool for MTRA. Table 1 shows the consensus tandem repeat units of the four target DNA sequences. The average identity is F,227,74 3,F,70,75 5,F,79,79 7,F,49,73 9,F,261,79 11,F,11,69 17,R,122,78 26,R,136,79 13,F,111,78 15,F,112,72 18,R,25,73 19,F,47,67 20,R,131,77 21 the mean values of the identity between the perfect tandem repeat that is made by the consensus tandem repeat unit and individual broken tandem repeat. The average identity shows the homology of each tandem repeat in the MTRA and the brokenness level of the MTRA, which can be graphically shown in Figure 3 . Based on the consensus tandem repeat units, we describe each MTRA as a diagram in Figure 4 . By using the new representation of MTRA, we can easily see the overall structure of MTRA and the relationships among individual tandem repeats in MTRA. Furthermore, the original perfect tandem repeat array of the MTRA can be restored and the brokenness level of the MTRA can be calculated by using the consensus tandem repeat units.
Proposed Algorithm vs. Conventional Algorithm
There are many conventional algorithms that find tandem repeats although they did not consider multiple homologous tandem repeats simultaneously. Most of them can also derive the consensus tandem repeat unit of a tandem repeat. Thus, the conventional algorithms can be used to derive the consensus tandem repeat unit of a tandem repeat that is the function of TR Analyzer in our proposed system for the analysis of MTRA. In this subsection, TR Analyzer is compared with the representative conventional schemes that derive the consensus tandem repeat unit, which are TRF (Tandem Repeat Finder) (Benson, 1999) , SRF (Spectral Repeat Finder) (Sharma et al., 2004) , and tandem repeat detection using PT (Period Transform) (Buchner and Janjarasjitt, 2003; Brodzik, 2007) . TRF is the representative program of string matching algorithms for finding tandem repeat. It uses pattern recognition criteria that is constructed statistically and it is the most widely used tool for identi-fication of tandem repeat for its high accuracy. SRF is the representative program of signal processing algorithms to identify tandem repeat. It finds repetitions by converting the target DNA sequence from time domain to frequency domain using Fourier transform. The tandem repeat detection using PT, which is called PTF in this paper, is one of the algorithms for detecting tandem repeat based on signal processing. However, it does not use Fourier transforms but uses period transform to find repetitions.
We performed experiments to derive the consensus tandem repeat unit of each tandem repeat of the human genome by using the conventional schemes. Table 2 and Table 3 compare the results of our proposed scheme with those of three conventional schemes. Among the conventional schemes, TRF finds the most exact consensus tandem repeat unit in all the given tandem repeats, whereas PTF shows poor performance to detect consensus tandem repeat units. The number of fails in Table 2 and Table 3 means the number of the cases that a consensus tandem repeat is not detected because the given DNA sequence is not determined to be a tandem repeat. Thus, PTF is only usable to find the consensus tandem repeat units of the tandem repeats of human chromosome Y. This is because PTF does not consider the mutations of insertion and deletion of nucleotide bases. Although the performance of TRF is similar to TR Analyzer, TRF is inadequate to find the consensus tandem repeat unit of tandem repeats that are lengthy and highly broken like TR2 of human chromosome 8 as shown in Table  2 and Table 3 . Therefore, TR Analyzer is the most appropriate tool to derive the consensus tandem repeat unit to date, though there are many other tools that can be substituted.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS
We proposed a system model for analyzing MTRA, which derives the consensus tandem repeat units based on the homology of the multiple tandem repeats and shows the structure of MTRA though a simple diagram representation. The proposed system model was performed on four MTRAs of the human genome, which are chromosome 7 (57,937,500 -58,056,406 bp), chromosome 8 (46,832,500 -47,458,334 bp), chromosome 22 (16,505,625 -16,627,187 bp) , and chromosome Y (25,000 -117,031 bp). The algorithm for deriving a consensus tandem repeat unit of a tandem repeat in the proposed system model can be substituted by a conventional scheme that finds tandem repeat. However, in view of deriving an exact consensus tandem repeat unit, the experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm is the most appropriate for deriving a consensus tandem repeat unit to date. The analysis of MTRA was performed based on the hypothesis that the homologous tandem repeats of an MTRA are originated from a same tandem repeat and MTRAs are very important to biological phenomenon. This hypothesis is sufficiently plausible considering the high identity of the homologous tandem repeats of an MTRA and their highly structured unique patterns. However, since the hypothesis should be verified biologically, we are going to perform the biological experiments of MTRA with the systematic analysis.
